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A powibility of dct4n8 .Icct.o.s from Lquark dccsyo with the DO detector i, 
contiered in tbi note. The efficiency and a purity estimations bwd on a Monte 
Cdo studies .,c pre.cntrd u WC”. 

1. Introduction 

B-jet identification is important for b-physics studies at proton colliders and 
is also useful in suppressing QCD backg round in top searches. This pap=? reports 
the results of an investigation of the efficiency and background of identifybig b-jets 
~by detecting and reconstructing electrons from the semi-leptonic decay of b-quarks. 

The energy of an electron from b-quark decay in the b-quark rest frame is 
limited to half the b-quark mass, about 2.5 CeV. In the lab frame the energy of a 
b-quark may be boosted to several hundred GeV, but the transverse momentumof 
the electron relative to the jet does not change. This means that (~1 electron from 
a b-quark decay is always close to the b-jet from which it came. As seen in Fig.1 
the average distance in q- + space between an electron from the b-quark decay and 
the nearest b-jet is about 0.2. This is smaller than average jet cone size. Therefore 
the overlap of the hadron and electron showers is significant. This overlap makea 
electron detection rather difficult. 

The main causes of background to the sample of electrons from b-quark 
decay8 are shower fluctuations of charged hadrons, the overlap of charged tracks 
and r” showers and the conversion of photons from x@ decaye. The most important 
features of the DO detector [l] which help to suppress this background are the fine 
longitudind and transverse segmentation of its calorimeter, and the good spatial 
resolution and dE/dX measurement capability of the central tracking rydem. 

This paper reports the efficiency for suppressing backgrounds using shower 
shape and track-cluster matching. Monte Carlo generated events are used to deter- 

*sec. 11, for . hII li.t of ,bc DB Cdnboi~tio” tnslilut*.n,. 
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Figure I: Distance in r,- 4 space between electtons and the jets 
hick oxhined the bsu.rk. 
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Figure 2: ERricocy of tbc true electron ideolilying dependence 
on tbr nci~kboring tower’s thrdmld. 

mine the identification efficiency and background rejection power 

2. Event analysis 

The present analysis was performed on 400 al and 400 ri Monte Carlo events. 
Events were generated by ISAJET and a full detector simulation was done using 
GEANT. For every event one of the b-quarks was forced to decay to an electron with 
Et > 2 GeV. This analysis assumes that an EM cluster found near the MC electron 
(AR < 0.06) is a true electron. EM clusters outside this region are considered to be 
fake electrons. 

Efficiency of an electron detection is the ratio of the number of identified 
true electrons to the number of all ISAJET generated electrons from B decay with 
E: > 2 GeV. Purity of an electron sample is defined as the ratio of the number of 
EM clusters corresponding to true electrons to the number of alI EM clusters that 
were found. 

In this analysis the clustering algorithm was optimized so as to increase the 
probability of identifying electrons near jets. Fig. 2 shows the electrons identifying 
efficiency dependence on the neighboring tower’s minimum energy. The efficiency 
was measured after two major cuts. They are the EM fraction greater than 0.9 
(FEl/E,.,., < 0.1 ) and portion of the cluster energy outside the central tower less 
than 0.6 of whole cluster energy. Optimizing of the neighboring tower’s threshold 
yielded an increase in efficiency by almost a factor of 2 and the purity also improved. 
With optimization of the cuts the b tagging efficiency reaches about 56% out of a 
possible 63%. 

In order to find parameters that provide maximum background rejection 

e. number of functions related to EM shower shape and cluster to track distance 
were examined. They are listed in the Table 1. The first part of Table 1 includes 
combinations of the layer energies, number of cells and the energy in various size@ 
of cones in q, 0 apace. The second part of the Table 1 summariaes purity when cuts 
based on moments in 7, 4 and radial (longitudinal) directions are used. 

The standard definition of moments was used: 

M” = 2 E;zl 
a=, 

where M” is the n-th power moment, N is the number of cells in the EM cluster, Ei 
is the i-th cell’s energy and z; is the 6th cell’s location in the q, 9 or radial direction. 
Moments may be centralized by replacing 2, by z; - z and normalized by dividing 
by MO. In this note only normalized moments were used. AU moments of power 2 
or more were centralized. 

Figures 3 and 4 show first and second longitudinal momentB for MC events: 
an isolated electron, an c- near a jet and for a jet that contains L fake electron, i.e. 
an EM shower fluctuation in a jet. 

Events were pre-selected by requiring that each EMsluster haa E, > 3 Gel’. 
The purity after the pre-selection cut wan 25%. The purity of the MC sample IAM 
examined for the cuts listed in Table 1. Each cut wea applied until 10% of the MC 
events were rejected. For the remaining 90% of the events the purity ia given in 
the last column of the Table 1. The cuts which tend to improve the purity of the 
eample are the track cluster distance cut and longitudinal shower size cut (RMS or 
longitudinal moment 2 ). 
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track cluster distance (cm) 
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Longitudinal 2nd moment (x,) 
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Y- 
0.65 

0.99 
0.8 

-100. zz!cc=z 

0.22 
0.1 
35 
0.5 
2.3 
1.3 
1.2 
100. 
8. 

0.32 
0.3 
0.25 
0.1 
12. 
100. 
2500. zzzczzz 

,uritr 
26 
.34 
.31 
.36 
.30 
.29 
.28 
.29 
.26 
.39 
.40 
.34 
.26 
.36 
.31 
.34 
.37 
.29 - 

Table 1: Liit of&owcr .hspe and track paramctcr.. Minimum and maximum cu, v&w e~~re,~ond 
10 poinl “here cni~irney chsngc by 0.8 after applying lb, ainglc cut. 

Results obtained using several combinations of the most powerful parameters 
arc presented in the Table 2. The combination of several shower shape cuts and 
a track-to-cluster distance cut yields an efficiency of 34% and a purity 81% for b5 
and the fame efficiency and 71% purity for tievents. 

3. Conclusion 

This cluster finding algorithm optimization improves the efficiency of iden- 
tifying electrons from b-quark decays to greater than 50% and improves the purity 
of the electron sample. At this stage of the analysis a combination of cuts was 
found which is capable of tagging 23% of the top to leptan+jets decays. For this 
estimation was used 25% value of the branching ratio for decay of any b-jets from 
tievent to electron with Et > 2 GeV. The main advantage of electron b-jet tagging 
for isolating top is the method’s ability to reduce, by a factor of 2, the W+4jcts 
background. 

Further development of this analysis could involve use of an H-matrix con- 
structed from a set of the more powerfully discriminating functions we have dill- 
cussed. This may increase electron detection efficiency while maintaining the rcjcc- 
tion power WC have demonstrated. 
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Figure 3: First normalired longitudinal mo- Figure 4: MC results for the second bngitudinal 
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nerd jet. 
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parameter name mill max eff. purity 
Longitudinal H-matrix 20. St3 .46 
track cluster distance 4. .75 51 

4 moment 2 
‘I moment 2 
Longitudinal moment 1 
Longitudinal moment 2 

32 
.25 
12. 
100. 

f - 

.79 
3 
.34 

.53 

.73 

.81 

name of combination 
HMTR 
TCD 
CLUSTER 

CLUSTER’TCD 
I 

I 
CLUSTER*TCD*HMTR ) I f - z - 

Table 2: ERisiency and purity providing by eombin~tionr of the most eRcctive cuts for bi Monte 
Cd0 went*. 
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